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IT&CM China & CTW China
Shanghai Half Day City Tour Itinerary
For buyers and media only
07:30
08:10
08:20
08:20-09:30
09:30-10:10

10:10-10:30

10:30-11:00
11:00-11:30

11:40-12:30

Bus pick-up from Hilton Hongqiao
Bus pick-up from Courtyard by Marriott Shanghai Changfeng Park
Bus pick-up from JW Marriott Shanghai Changfeng Park
Free flow of mineral water will be served on board.
Transfer to Yu Garden
Visit of the Yu Garden and City God Temple
Yu Garden, also known as Yuyuan Garden (豫园), is the most
celebrated classical Chinese Garden in Shanghai downtown area. It
also enjoys the reputation of “the crown of beauty in Southeast
China”, offering charming and pleasant views. Visiting Yu Garden
is just like visiting the exquisite Humble Administrator’s
Garden in Suzhou which listed as the UNESCO World Heritage Site.
City God Temple (城隍庙) is a Taoist temple located in Yuyuan
Tourist Mart, connecting to the Yu Garden. It was first built
during the Yongle (永乐皇帝) era of the Ming Dynasty, with a
history of 600 years old. If you have free time, you can have a
look at what immortals are being worshipped at the temple. No
admission fee is charged.
Visit of the Bund
The Bund is a mile-long stretch of waterfront promenade
along the Huangpu River. To the west of this stretch stand
52 buildings of various architectural styles, including
Gothic, baroque, and neoclassical styles. It is often
referred to as "the museum of buildings". You will have a
better understanding of the century-long charm of this
city.
Transfer to Shanghai Tower
Have a panoramic view on the observation deck of
Shanghai Tower
Shanghai Tower is in Lujiazui Finance and Trade Zone of Pudong,
with Shanghai World Financial Center to the east and Jin Mao
Tower to the north. The tower ranks as China's tallest building and
second only to the world at large. The foot print takes up 30,368
square meters (about 326,878 square feet) with floor space of about
576,000 square meters (about 6,200,012 square feet), with 5
basement levels, 127 floors above ground and 5 podium floors.
Transfer back to hotel
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